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Abstract. In an adaptive learning environment, the feedback provided
during problem-solving requires a means, target, goal, and strategy. One
of the challenges of representing feedback to meet these criteria, is the
representation of the effect of multiple concepts on a single concept. Cur-
rently, most of the methods (linguistic knowledge base, expert knowledge
base, and ontology) used in representing knowledge in an adaptive learn-
ing environment only provide relationships between a pair of concept.
However, a cognitive knowledge base which represents a concept as an
object, attribute, and relations (OAR) model, provides a means to de-
termine the effect of multiple concepts on a single concept. Using the
OAR model, the relationships between multiple pedagogical, domain,
and student attributes are represented for providing adaptive feedback.
Most researchers have proposed adaptive feedback methods that are not
fully grounded in pedagogical principles. In addition, the three knowl-
edge components of the learning environment (pedagogical, domain and
student models) are mostly treated in isolation. A reason for this could
be the complex nature of representing multiple adaptive feedback char-
acteristics across the main components of a learning environment. Thus,
there is a need to design a concept operator that can relate the three
facets of knowledge in an adaptive learning environment. Using the alge-
braic concept operator Rin

i , the effect of multiple attributes of the three
knowledge components on the student’s performance is represented. The
algebraic concept operator introduced in this article will allow teachers
and pedagogy experts to understand and utilize a variety of effective
feedback approaches.

Keywords: OAR Model · Knowledge Base · Pedagogy · Learning En-
vironment · Student · Problem Solving
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1 Introduction

In an adaptive learning environment, the feedback provided during problem-
solving requires a means, target, goal, and strategy [1]. One of the challenges of
representing feedback to meet these criteria, is the representation of the effect of
multiple concepts on a single concept. Currently, most of the methods (linguis-
tic knowledge base, expert knowledge base, and ontology) used in representing
knowledge in an adaptive learning environment only provide relationships be-
tween a pair of concept [2]. However, a cognitive knowledge base which represents
a concept as an object, attribute, and relations (OAR) model, provides a means
to determine the effect of multiple concepts on a single concept. Using the OAR
model, the relationships between multiple adaptive feedback means, target, goal,
and strategy are represented for providing adaptive feedback by showing the ef-
fect of these characteristics on the performance of the student. The proposed
concept operator is initialized using randomly pre-configured relationships be-
tween the characteristics of the pedagogical, domain and student model. During
the process of learning, these relationships are automatically updated to sug-
gest the appropriate combination of adaptive feedback means, target, goal, and
strategy which can lead to optimal performance for different students.

Knowledge in a adaptive learning environment can be represented in the form
models. The three most important models are the pedagogical model, domain
model, and the student model. The pedagogical model represents the knowledge
and technique of teaching. Specific knowledge represented in the pedagogical
model is based on a pedagogical principle or learning theory. This principle
or theory determines the effective teaching methods, instructional methods, se-
quence of activities, feedback types, and assessments modeled by the learning
environment. On the other hand, the domain model, is a facet of the peda-
gogical model, which represents the knowledge of the subject been learned. The
domain model represents concepts, learning materials, facts, problems, solutions,
feedback, rules, equations etc. Finally, the student model represents information
about the student’s knowledge of the domain, learning style, interactions with
the system, response to feedback, emotional state, performance etc. These infor-
mation determines the characteristics of the student during problem-solving.

[10] defines a problem as an obstacle between a present state and a goal and it
is not immediately obvious how to get around the obstacle (p. 365). Two types of
problems identified by Psychologists are well-structured and ill-structured prob-
lems. The well-structured, are problems that by applying certain procedures will
lead to a correct answer, while ill-defined problems do not usually have a single
correct answer and have an unclear process to arriving at a solution [16,17]. De-
pending on the type of problem considered, the Novice tends to be more accurate
when the problem at hand is well-structured, but in cases where the problems
are ill-structured, the Novice tends to perform poorly [3,12,17,18,19,10,8]. This
could be related to the fact that the Novice has little knowledge of the deep
structure of the problem, thereby not understanding the under-lining principles
and concepts related to such problems. Physics instructions are designed to help
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students improve their problem solving expertise [19]. This is why some physics
problems are ill-structured, similar to most real-life and professional problems.

Physics is more closely associated to everyday experiences. Thus, having pro-
ficiency in physics is a relevant skill, which can be extended to solving everyday
problems. Physics is generally regarded as a difficult subject. Factors contribut-
ing to this difficulty include: 1) the presence of misconceptions; 2) degree of
logical precision and reasoning required; 3) mathematical skills required; 4) mis-
interpretation of question posed; 5) concept gaps; and 6) knowledge gaps [19,5].
During physics problem-solving in an adaptive learning environment, feedback
is provided to assist the student in achieving a set objective.

Most researchers have proposed adaptive feedback methods that are not fully
grounded in pedagogical principles [9,15]. In addition, the three main knowl-
edge components of the learning environment (pedagogical, domain and student
model) are mostly treated in isolation. A reason for this could be the complex
nature of representing multiple adaptive feedback characteristics across the main
components of a learning environment. Thus, there is a need to design a concept
operator that can relate the three facets of knowledge in an adaptive learning
environment.

The article is structured into 5 sections. First, feedback in an adaptive learn-
ing environment is introduced in section 1 and a brief background on pedagogy
and student modeling is presented in section 2. In section 3, we explain the de-
sign of an algebraic concept operator for adaptive feedback. Preliminary results,
on the implementation of the algebraic concept operator is presented in section
4. And finally, in section 5 we conclude the article and highlight the future works.

2 Background

Educational institutions are relatively successful in arranging and conveying
large forms of knowledge and standard pedagogical practices [6,13]. However,
little attention is paid to the strategies experts use to acquire knowledge in
solving complex task. The emphasis, in educational institutions is mostly on
formulaic methods for solving textbook problems. While few resources are de-
voted to high-order problem-solving which requires students to actively integrate
and apply conceptual knowledge. In order to make a positive impact on stu-
dent’s skill acquisition, there is a need to understand how experts acquire skills
and to formulate different methods that are appropriate to learning these skills
[6]. Therefore, more effort should be made on recognizing cognitive and meta-
cognitive strategies rather than low-level sub-skills and factual knowledge. To
support student learning, teachers and educationists regularly use a wide range
of educational theories and teaching strategies [20]. Over the past decades, re-
searchers have developed various learning theories in an attempt to explain how
knowledge is acquired. These include theories such as behaviorism, cognitivism,
and constructivism. The cognitive approach places the learner and the internal
mental processes at the center of teaching. Because cognitivism focuses on reveal-
ing the various processes involved in knowledge acquisition, thereby providing
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strategies that support students learning, tutors can utilize this in their effort
to aid students in attaining their goals. The cognitive apprenticeship (CA) in-
structional approach utilizes cognitive and meta-cognitive skills and processes to
guide learning [7]. The CA concept is defined by [6] as learning through guided
experience, cognitive and meta-cognitive skills rather than physical skills and
processes as in traditional apprenticeship. In CA learning environment, students
cannot engage in the apprenticeship process alone, rather it involves modeling
(demonstration by expert) and coaching in the initial stage of learning [7]. The
CA model for designing learning environments has four dimensions: i) content
or domain (the type of knowledge required for expertise), ii) method (teaching
method to promote student development), iii) sequencing (ordering learning ac-
tivities), and iv) sociology (social characteristics of the learning environment)
[6,14].

The selection of appropriate student’s characteristics is significant in the early
stages of developing a student model. It is important to consider what aspect
of the student characteristics is to be modeled according to the type of system
developed [11]. In order to implement adaptation in a learning environment it
is necessary to model the flexibly stable, dynamic and domain dependent char-
acteristics of the student [4]. The flexibly stable characteristics of the student
includes cognitive styles, student’s demographics, learning objectives and goals.
The dynamic parameters are concerned with the students interactions and expe-
rience with the learning environment. These characteristics include the student’s
errors and mis-conceptions, motivations, attitude, collaboration, learning actions
and behaviors. The domain dependent characteristics of the student involves the
student’s knowledge level and interest in a specific topic.

The development of an adaptive feedback environment requires the combi-
nation of pedagogical principles, domain attributes and various student’s char-
acteristics. This research emphasizes on the cognitive apprenticeship principle.
The attributes of the students considered for adaptive feedback are the cog-
nitive learning style, student’s performance, and knowledge level. The cognitive
apprenticeship approach to learning involves the guidance of a student to achieve
cognitive and meta-cognitive skills with the help of an expert. This principle was
selected for this research because it clearly supports feedback, thus providing an
avenue to demonstrate the use of a dynamic knowledge base approach to adap-
tive feedback.

3 Algebraic Concept Relations for Adaptive Feedback in
Physics

In this article, we focus on the cognitive apprenticeship (CA) pedagogical princi-
ple and the physics domain. In a CA principle, the main aim of designing teaching
methods is to help students acquire and use cognitive and meta-cognitive strate-
gies for discovering, utilizing and managing knowledge [6]. The acquisition and
use of these strategies solely depends on the interaction between the student’s
current knowledge, the social and physical environment of the problem-solving
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and the intricacies of the problem-solving. The challenge is to represent the at-
tributes of the CA principle that affect the type, timing, goal, and sequence of
feedback, relating it to the characteristics of the domain and student models.
The representation of the characteristics of all 3 models relating to adaptive
feedback is shown in Fig. 1. The knowledge in the proposed pedagogy, domain,
learner - cognitive knowledge base (PDL-CKB) model is based on the OAR
model. The nodes of the concept network in Fig. 1, represents concepts in the
pedagogy, domain and student model in an adaptive learning environment. The
arcs represent the relationship between concepts and their attributes.

Fig. 1. PDL-CKB Model for Adaptive Feedback in Physics

An algebraic concept relation which provides adaptive feedback in physics
is proposed. The main objective is to observe the relationship between the per-
formance of a student based on the adaptive feedback provided. However, the
adaptive feedback provided depends on the adaptive feedback means, goal, tar-
get, and strategy. These involves the 3 facet of the adaptive learning environment
of pedagogy, domain, and student models. The effect of multiple concepts on a
single concept is defined in Eq. 1.

Rin
i ⊆

|Ri|⋃
i=1

Rc
i (1)
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The effect of a concept is represented as the union between all its related
external concepts as shown in Eq. 1.

where

– Rc
i is the internal relationships that exist between multiple concept that have

a relation or effect on the current concept concerned.

For example, in an adaptive learning environment as shown in Figure 1 the
effect of the attributes of concepts within the pedagogy, domain, and student
models on the performance of the student is represented in Eq. 2.

Rin
p ⊆

(
Rc

CA ∪Rc
CAd
∪Rc

S

)
(2)

where

– Rc
CA ⊆ (CAs ∪ CAsq ∪ CAim) is the union of active sets of attributes within

the pedagogical model which are related to the performance of a student at
a given time.

– Rc
CAd

⊆ (Dc ∪ Cf ∪ Cp) is the union of active sets of attributes within the
domain model which are related to the performance of a student at a given
time.

– Rc
S ⊆ (Scls ∪ Skl) is the union of active sets of attributes within the student

model which are related to the performance of a student at a given time.

By expanding Eq. 2, all possible relationships between the performance of
a student and the attributes of pedagogical, domain, and student model is pre-
sented in Eq. 3.

(3)
Rin

sp ⊆ {{Sec} ∪ {{SQic, SQgl} ∪ {IMm, IMc, IMs, IMr, IMa, IMe}}
∪ {{Fts, Fh, Fc, Fn} ∪ {Dc} ∪ {Psim, Pa, Pd, Pvd}}
∪ {{CLSfd, CLSfi} ∪ {KLnl,KLil,KLl,KLe}}}

During the learning process, not all attributes are activated at the same time.
For example, a student cannot be a FI and FD learner at the same time. There-
fore, at any given time (t), the effect of multiple concepts on the performance of
a student can be represented as shown in Eq. 4.

Rin
sp ⊆ {{SQic, IMm} ∪ {Fts, Dc, Psim} ∪ {CLSfd,KLnl,KLil,KLl,KLe}}

(4)

Rin
sp ⊆ {SQic, IMm, Fts, Dc, Psim, CLSfd,KLnl} (5)

Using Eq. 5, the performance of a novice student KLnl with a field Depen-
dant cognitive learning style CLSfd, solving a simple problem Psim within a
domain concept Dc, provided with an increasing complexity of feedback SQic

in a modeling stage IMm can be easily represented. Thus, the system can au-
tomatically analyze the right combination of characteristics of the pedagogy,
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domain, and student models which provides the best performance for different
type of students at different knowledge levels. In an adaptive feedback perspec-
tive, this implies an automatic update of the knowledge base, based on the best
performance of different students solving different problems and receiving differ-
ent feedbacks according to their individual characteristics and knowledge level
on a specific concept. The proposed adaptive feedback model allows the knowl-
edge base to make an automatic decision on the function, time, schedule, and
type of feedback provided. At an initial state of building the knowledge base
the knowledge bonding process selects random combinations of the required at-
tributes needed to provide adaptive feedback to the student. As more students
use the system, the knowledge base learns and updates its optimum combination
of concepts to achieve an effective feedback to the student.

4 Preliminary Results

The provision of feedback based on the cognitive apprenticeship principle in-
volves the instructional method, sequencing, sociology, and domain. When pro-
viding feedback in this context, a decision has to be made on what instructional
method to be applied, the sequencing, and the application of a sociological com-
ponent. In Table 1, a summary of the different forms of feedback provided based
on the CA principle is presented. Certain interventions can be provided to the
student before and during problem solving in a specific sequence. As seen in
Table 1, there are 17 possible forms of feedbacks to be provided based on the
feedback model presented in Fig. 1. The feedback attributes as shown in Table 1
are the characteristics of the CA pedagogical principle that determine the type
of feedback that will be provided before and during problem-solving.

In the process of solving a problem there are different scenarios based on the
domain attributes such as topic and problem and also the characteristics of the
students which includes cognitive learning style and knowledge level. Based on
these characteristics a total of 408 problem solving states are possible. In table
2, a summary of these problem solving states are presented. As students solve
problems, they receive feedback based on the pedagogical principles and their
performance is feedback to the knowledge base according to the current problem
solving state. These allow the knowledge base to be dynamic and the choice of
feedback is based on the algebraic concept operation Rin

p defined.
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Table 1. Type of Feedback based on the Cognitive Apprenticeship Principle.

S/N Feedback ID Feedback Attributes Before
Problem-solving

During
Problem-solving Timing

1 FT1 exploiting competition,
global to local state, modelling

student’s
worked-example student’s solution immediate, after first error

2 FT2 exploiting competition,
modelling, increase complexity

student’s
worked-example

hints, clues,
student’s explanation immediate, after each error

3 FT3 modelling,global to local state tutor’s solution tutor’s worked-example immediate, after first error

4 FT4 increase complexity, modelling tutor’s solution hints, cues,
tutor’s explanation immediate, after each error

5 FT5 global to local state, scaffolding non tutor’s partial
worked-example

immediate, after more than one error.
Provide feedback not more than twice.

6 FT6 increase complexity,
scaffolding non hints, cues,

tutor partial explanation
immediate, after each error. Provide
feedback not more than twice.

7 FT7 exploiting competition,
global to local state, scaffolding non student’s partial

worked-example
immediate, after first error. Provide
feedback not more than twice.

8 FT8 exploiting competition,
increase complexity, scaffolding non hints, cues, student’s

partial explanation
immediate, after each error. Provide
feedback not more than twice.

9 FT9 exploiting competition,
global to local state, coaching non student’s

worked-example immediate, after first error

10 FT10 exploiting competition,
increase complexity, coaching non hints, cues,

student’s explanation immediate, after each error

11 FT11 global to local state,
coaching non tutor’s

worked-example immediate, after first error

12 FT12 increase complexity,
coaching non hints, cues,

tutor’s explanation immediate, after first error

13 FT13
increase complexity,
exploiting competition,
articulation

non student’s explanation at the end of problem-solving

14 FT14 increase complexity,
articulation non tutor’s explanation at the end of problem-solving

15 FT15 global to local state,
reflection non tutor’s

worked-solution at the end of problem-solving

16 FT16
global to local state,
exploiting competition,
reflection

non student’s
worked-solution at the end of problem-solving

17 FT17 exploration non non result at the end of problem-solving
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Table 2. Relationship between students performance and pedagogy, domain, and student attributes

S/N Problem
Solving State Pedagogical Model (PM) Domain Model (PM) Student Model (SM)

effect of
PM, DM,
& SM on
Student’s

Performance
(Rin

p )

global to
local state modelling exploiting

competition FT1 average linear
motion

field
independent novice

1 pss1 0.5 0.5 NA 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
global to
local state coaching exploiting

competition FT9 difficult rotational
motion

field
independent intermediate

2 pss2 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32
global to
local state coaching exploiting

competition FT9 simple rotational
motion

field
independent expert

3 pss3 0.43 0.43 NA 0.43 0.43 gravitation 0.43 0.43 0.43
global to
local state coaching exploiting

competition FT9 average static field
independent intermediate

4 pss4 0.5 0.5 NA 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
global to
local state coaching exploiting

competition FT9 average linear
motion

field
independent novice

5 pss5 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27
global to
local state coaching exploiting

competition FT9 average static field
dependent expert

6 pss6 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 linear
motion

field
dependent 0.18 0.18
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5 Conclusion

The aim of this article is to present the design of an algebraic concept operator
which represents the relationship between student’s performance and multiple
attributes in the pedagogy, domain and student models. Fig. 1, represents the
relationship between the 3 facets (pedagogy, domain, and student models) of
an adaptive learning environment. The model shows how full adaptive feedback
characteristics can be modeled in the physics domain. It shows how concept al-
gebra is applied to designing a concept association operator which defines the
effect of multiple concepts on a single concept. Based on the preliminary results,
about 17 adaptive feedback scenarios based on the cognitive apprenticeship prin-
ciple are defined. Using the algebraic concept operator Rin

p , the effect of multiple
attributes of the pedagogy, domain, and student models on the student’s perfor-
mance is represented. These allows a selection of a effective adaptive feedback
to be provided to the student during problem-solving. The algebraic concept
operator introduced in this article will provide developers of adaptive learning
environments with a means capturing effective relationships between multiple
attributes in the pedagogy, domain, and student models. In addition it allows
teachers and pedagogy experts to understand and utilize a variety of effective
feedback approaches. In the future, a learning algorithm will be included to al-
low adjustments in the weights between the related concepts in the pedagogy,
domain, and student models.
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